Safety Spot

With Malcolm McBride
Airworthiness Engineer

Plan ahead
to stay safe

This month’s cautionary tales for pilots, builders and maintainers

W

elcome again to Safety Spot,
our monthly round-up of safety
events which have affected
some members of our
esteemed organisation and,
hopefully, by using real examples, passes on
any lessons learnt from these issues.
I hope that you, and those close to you,
remain in good spirits and are able to enjoy the
upcoming Christmas celebrations. Thanks to
those of you that have wished me well after my
recent health scare (the reason for the ‘missing’
Safety Spots) which turned out to be, thankfully,
of very little consequence – not least, thanks to
the wonders of modern medical science and, it
goes without saying, our marvellous NHS. God
bless them all.
Whenever illness strikes, whether major or
minor in consequence, we’re reminded of the
limitations of our corporeal being – clever as
we think we are, we’re all subject to the
boundaries imposed by our biology. When
one isn’t on top form, our abilities often
reduce and, simply, we notice our limits more.
Of course, this rather obvious fact is the
reason why we have to police ourselves and
not fly if we aren’t feeling well. We all need to
be on the top of our game when piloting an
aircraft, though not necessarily during the
day-to-day business of committing to aviation
– many of you will have enough hours under
your belt to be able to do this without much
effort. However, you may have to call on all
your reserves of skill and experience if
something goes wrong, so you’ll need to be
able to operate at your best to achieve this.

(Above & below) The LAA is taking advantage of the increase in space afforded by
assuming the ‘upstairs’ offices here at our Turweston HQ, and increasing the number
and scope of the courses we can offer to members. We’re just at the beginning of this
new project and I can admit to being quite excited about the plan; certainly, judging
from the rapid take-up of available places thus far, there’s an appetite for learning
amongst our membership. The LAA enjoys a huge expertise recourse amongst its
membership and we hope to tap into this ‘well of experience’ over the next few years
to be able to offer all sorts of aircraft-related courses.
The picture above shows LAA Inspector Alan Turney teaching during a recent
Introduction to Aircraft Fabric course. This course offers members some theory
before embarking to the hangar for a few lessons in the do’s and don’ts of aircraft
fabric work. The picture below, meanwhile, shows LAA Inspector Roger Lewis who,
along with engine specialist Kevin Hyam, gave the LAA’s HQ Engineering Team a
behind the scenes look at the intricacies of the Jabiru engine.
I’m writing this in the middle of November,
when the spent fireworks have long since
dissolved into mush and the weather is,
well, pretty variable, to tell the truth. The UK
seems to be on the boundary between a large
northern cold sector and a rather larger warm
front in the south – one day there’s a frost, the
next we’re all wearing T-shirts.
If you’ve hung-up your flying goggles for the
winter season, make sure that you’ve made
arrangements to keep an eye on your aircraft.
I know, we say it every year, but we’re always
hearing about an aircraft which was damaged
because of the failure of a poorly-constructed
hangar, or a loss of compression caused by –
you guessed it – internal corrosion in the
engine. Don’t let the problems associated
with damp attack your pride and joy.
So, what of this last Safety Spot of 2017?
Well, having no doubt skidded across the
pictures, you’ll note that fuel issues loom
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rather large – we’ll be chatting about the
negative effects of mogas on some of our
aircraft and, perhaps more importantly, how
we might shield ourselves from them.
Later on, I’ll be describing a couple of
very recent incidents which saw aircraft lost
because they ran off on their own after
hand-starting the engine. Again, how can this
still be happening after so much publicity about
the many incidents we’ve suffered over the last
few years? Small errors, large consequences…
You’ll also have noticed that we’ve flaggedup a few recent bulletins from manufacturers
– one for all four-stroke Rotax 9-series
engines, owing to a recent batch of incorrectlymanufactured oil filters, and another, this time
a Service Letter, from Jabiru, giving guidance
about the fuel which can be used in the
company’s aircraft and powerplants.

Europa Fuel Filler Pipe:
urgent inspection

Quite often, apparently small issues affecting
just one aircraft can open a Pandora’s box of
related, but in some way causative, points. In
serious accidents or incidents, rather after the
event, these issues are sometimes described by
metaphor, “The holes in the cheese lining up.”
Of course, it’s far better to identify potential
issues which may draw these ‘holes’ closer
together before they cause a disaster – looking
for and finding ways to avoid these connections
forms quite a chunk of LAA Engineers’ time.
Recently, Turweston’s airfield manager
found a puddle of fuel in the main hangar,
under the trailered fuselage of a Europa
aircraft, and this incident illuminates well what I
mean. The airfield manager could’ve been
round-shouldered and simply pretended not to
have seen the puddle but, fortunately, having
spent his whole career looking after the affairs
of the GA community, he’s not that sort of chap.
It was a damp and dismal Friday and, well, the
aircraft didn’t have its wings attached so it
wouldn’t be going flying any time soon.
Firstly, reporting: many accidents and
incidents LAA Engineering looks at have a
common theme, starting with “….an accident
waiting to happen.” Nobody wants to be cast
as a whistle-blower or a snitch but, as an
aviator, there are ways and means of reporting
things that you might feel could lead to an
accident at some point in the future. Take
heart, it’s a better feeling that you’re forcing a
resolution of a problem than reading a fatal
accident report, especially if you know the
parties involved.
Having been alerted, the owner of the
trailered aircraft was contacted and the reason
for the puddle of fuel established as a ruptured
filler pipe. Now, actually establishing this
materials failure wasn’t exactly straightforward,
because there was no access to this pipe,
though, with a bit of chopping and sawing,
the failed pipe was eventually exposed.
Secondly, design: the Europa is
undoubtedly one of the finest aircraft of its
generation in the sports aviation class. That
said, it’s a kit-built machine, which means
there’s bound to be some variation between
individual aircraft.
With this particular example, the builder
felt that the aircraft would be improved if this
rubber pipe was hidden from view by bonding
in place the factory-optional fibreglass cover
supplied for this purpose. Of course, the
problem with this is that because the cover
›
was bonded on, rather than removable as

(Above) This diagram shows the correct routing of the fuel system, as laid out in the
Europa build manual. The reason I show it here is to highlight the many individual
areas where problems can exist in a fuel system. In the text I describe an event
which very nearly ended up in another reportable accident. The issue at the root of
the problem, which has only, rather by accident, just been discovered, relates to
degradation of the 50mm-diameter pipe between the filler and the tank.
(Photo: Europa Aircraft)
(Left) Here’s the rubber pipe which
connects the Europa fuel filler neck to the
tank. In this example the rubber pipe was
completely enclosed by a fixed fibreglass
cover (the side of it has been cut away to
reveal the pipe). Following an engine
stoppage after take-off, the LAA Inspector
explored the fuel system and found lots
of debris. He also noted that the fuel
pipes were of a type which is no longer
approved, so he ordered a complete
refurbishment of the fuel system. This
was done, and the system completely
flushed several times but, annoyingly,
the debris kept reappearing.
(Photo: Malcolm McBride)

(Above) Here we can clearly see where the debris that ended up blocking the fuel
supply to the engine on a Europa came from. The part itself was most likely first
fitted in 2001, though the aircraft has only completed about 74 hours of flying
since. This part is easy to inspect, once access is gained, and LAA Engineering
has recently issued an Airworthiness Information Leaflet (AIL), requiring all Europa
owners to remove and inspect this part on their aircraft. Notice the yellow staining
in the internal face of the pipe – we think that this is most likely to be sulphur
leeching out from the rubber. It’s very likely that before removal the pipe looked
intact from the outside but, due to materials degradation over time, the thickness
of its wall had reduced to almost zero. (Photo: Malcolm McBride)
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intended, there’s absolutely no provision for an
engineer to be able to inspect the part
at any point in the future. In effect, the builder
‘designed in’ a hidden failure point.
Third, inspection. This example has an
unusual history and all LAA Engineers’ ears
prick up when they hear about an example like
this. The aircraft itself was built way back in
2002, but was only flown for a very few hours,
then, quite recently, it was sold. For unknown
reasons, it quickly came back on to the market
again. In total, the aircraft has flown for less
than one hundred hours since build, so in terms
of inspection, this throws up quite a few issues,
especially if the aircraft is being maintained to
the simple LAA annual inspection routine, as
laid out in the Permit Revalidation form.
Although the aircraft hadn’t flown many
hours it had remained, pretty much, with a
current Certificate of Validity for the whole
period. However, the actual depth of the
required annual inspections, because of
the aircraft’s low hours total, isn’t likely to
have been that great.
As a slight aside, it’s worth reiterating
the need for every aircraft to carry its own
maintenance schedule. Regular readers
will know that the LAA recommends every
owner, with their Inspector, creates a Tailored
Maintenance Schedule (TMS) for their aircraft.
Naturally, in our world, the builder is in
effect the manufacturer, and throughout the
construction process needs to give thought to
continued inspection and maintenance. Any
sensible maintenance schedule calls for all
flexible fuel pipes to be regularly inspected,
because of the risk of degradation.
Had this been in the mind of the Europa
builder, he wouldn’t have hidden away a part
that’s very likely to degrade over time. Another
question here is how was this not spotted by
Inspectors over the many annual inspections
made since the build? It’s an easy answer:
nobody called up for a deep inspection,
again, probably because the aircraft hadn’t
been flown very much.
Anyway, back to our leaky Europa. After
much discussion, I think that we’ve a clearer
picture of the events leading up to the puddle
of fuel. I spoke at length to the new owner and
he explained how this aircraft came into his
hands. He’s an experienced flyer, but the
purchase of this particular Europa was his first
exploration of a kit-built type. He bought the
aircraft without first flying it or, for that matter,
commissioning a thorough inspection.
The aircraft was, to use the words of the
new owner, “After all, fully signed-out with a
new Certificate of Validity.” What could possibly
go wrong? I asked him whether he’d checked
through the log-books to see if there was any
evidence that the aircraft was being operated
under a maintenance schedule of any sort, but
this question just generated a rather bemused
look. After all, as a C of A type-flyer he wasn’t
aware of the personal responsibilities of an
owner, as he’d always had a ‘chap’ to sort out
these matters!
Anyway, the first signs that things might
not all be well came during the owner’s first
demonstration flight – take into account here
that the aircraft had already been paid for.
To cut what sounded like quite a harrowing
experience right to the bone, during the
take-off, at about 300ft the engine quit. The
handling pilot initially elected to land, quite
rightly, straight ahead, but just as he was lining
up on a suitable field, the engine burst into life

(Right & below right) The picture at right
shows, as all aviators will know, a Shadow
aircraft. A rather less well-known fact is
that there are quite a few variants of this
popular eighties, kit- and factory-built
machine operating as microlights, SEP
(group A) types and, lately, as Single Seat
De-Regulated machines. The type shown
is a Streak Shadow with two fuel tanks:
one, the main, fitted under the engine
frame, the other, known as a ‘slipper tank’,
attached to the bottom of the fuselage
under the rear cockpit.
This second picture is a view afforded
to the pilot of a Streak Shadow as he
approached Tory, an island situated some
six miles off the coast of County Donegal,
Ulster, Ireland. When he reached the
island, the pilot dropped down to about
1,200ft to get a better look at the
lighthouse, a well-known attraction in this
barren place. Then the engine failed. The
pilot was able to land on the road leading
to the lighthouse, but the aircraft was
badly damaged during the landing.
(Photos: Neil Bassett/Eire Tourism)

(Above & above right) The Air Accident
Investigation Unit Ireland (AAIU), after
their investigation into the possible
causes of the Shadow’s engine failure
which led to a forced landing on Tory,
decided that the main cause of the
stoppage was most likely debris in
the fuel system from a failing fuel
tank. These two pictures show the

inside of a Shadow tank, which is in far
from perfect condition. A small amount
of debris often collects in fuel tanks, and
the fuel strainer is there to stop these
dangerous particles entering the fuel
system. You can see that the fuel strainer
in this example has been eaten away by
the fuel and is completely ineffective.
(Photos: AAIU (Ireland))
(Left) At the recommendation of the AAIU
(Ireland), LAA Engineering has just
published an Airworthiness Information
Leaflet (AIL) which requires the owners
of LAA-administered Shadow aircraft to
carry out a prompt inspection of their fuel
tanks, inside and out, to ensure that they
remain fit for service. This specific
inspection must be completed every three
years after the initial check. The AIL itself
can be sourced from the LAA’s website
– go to Engineering, then look for Alerts,
where you’ll find a link to download the
document. This picture shows the fuel
sender unit, which must be removed to
gain access to the inside of the slipper tank.
(Photo: Fiona Luckhurst)

“If a Fibrelam fuel tank
starts leaking then it really
needs to be thrown away”
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again, though coughing and spluttering. The
handling pilot decided to attempt a 180° turn
back to the runway and during this manoeuvre
the engine quit again. The aircraft made it, after
a fashion, back to the airfield. The new owner,
as he explained this, made the point that ‘he’d
never before been so frightened in his life’.
The cause of the engine stoppage was
established to be particles of rubber in the fuel
system. A new Inspector was engaged, who
found a number of quite serious structural
faults with the aircraft, effectively grounding it.
Although a solution to these structural issues
was sought, the fuel system was fully – but as
it turned out, not quite totally – refurbished. All,
well nearly all, the pipes were replaced but the
rubberised ‘rubbish’ kept appearing in the filter
during ground runs.
Jumping forward to our puddle of fuel, and
checking out the pictures showing its origin, I
hope that you can see the reason why we’ve
issued an Airworthiness Information Leaflet
requiring all these rubber pipes to be inspected.

Aircraft Runaway after Start-Up

At the beginning of this month’s Safety Spot, I
alluded to the dangers of operating an aircraft
while you aren’t on top form and, pertinently,
with regard to this next item, the biological
limitations that keep us all in check!
Nerves aren’t wires, they’re cells, and each
one takes quite a while to process information
and pass it up (or down) the information chain.
Unlike electrical wires, information exchange in
nerve cells is measured in metres per second
rather than miles per second! Correcting errors
takes time and all pilots know that the real key to
a successful outcome is the ability to recognise a
situation early that increases the risk of errors
creeping in later down the line. It’s learning these
potential danger zones that takes up much of a

To airfield

CFM Shadow: Urgent Fuel
Tank Inspection

Grassed area

Crash

Bollards

Hanger

Hanger

I remember the Shadow almost from its very first
beginnings, I thought then, as I do now, that this
was one of the finest microlight designs ever.
This is especially true when one considers that
the aircraft was built to the original – far more
affordable, in my view – microlight specification,
which required an empty weight of no more than
150kg. The Shadow, as I recall, just made it as a
microlight. I’ve spent many a happy, albeit rather
cramped, hour instructing from the back seat of
a Shadow, and because of its built-in stability
and excellent handling, it indeed proved a good
training aircraft.
The original Shadow aircraft were powered
by either a Fuji Robin (R440) or, more usually,
the 43hp Rotax 447 two-stroke engines. As you
can see from the pictures, the engine was fitted
behind the cockpit and, fairly normal for aircraft
from this generation, it was a pusher. Below the
engine, mostly because it was an available
empty space, sits the main, five-gallon fuel tank.
Later, a long-range, seven-gallon ‘slipper tank’
was designed, which was suspended under the
fuselage. Both tanks were constructed from flat
panels of Fibrelam and then sloshed with an
epoxy sealant. The earliest tanks used a plastic
tea strainer (with the handle cut off) bonded in
place over the fuel outlet.
Shadow kit production started in 1984, and it
isn’t inconceivable that some of these flat-pack
aircraft are over thirty years old, so it’s no
surprise that portions of their structure are now
showing their age. This is especially true of the
fuel tanks and, the wonder material that Fibrelam
might be, it doesn’t lend itself well to any kind of
repair, especially if the core is contaminated with
heavy elements in the fuel residue. In other
words, if a Fibrelam fuel tank starts leaking then
it really needs to be thrown away. diagram.indd 1
Fortunately, there are aluminium alternatives
out there in the marketplace, and Fiona
Luckhurst, the boss of the Shadow Flight
Centre at Old Sarum, tells me that they still
have new Fibrelam fuel tanks in stock!
The picture captions at left describe the
event which has led the LAA to introduce an
immediate inspection of these tanks, so I don’t
need to reiterate that info here. The full report
into the actual accident can be downloaded
from the AAIU (Ireland) site, www.aaiu.ie. Just
type in Streak Shadow, Tory Island, and you’ll
be presented with the report.

pilot’s early training. Most pilotage requires a
succession of risk-managed functions, we’ve
all heard the truism, ‘The most superior pilots
never put themselves in a position where they
need to demonstrate their superiority’!
Maxims like, “You cannot make a good
landing from a bad approach”, which patently
aren’t true for the expert but are essential for
the beginner, are a good example of how
pilots can narrow the risks involved, early on.
One of the reasons why pilots are taught
to land straight ahead, or nearly so, after a
post-take-off engine failure isn’t because it may
or may not be technically possible to crank an
aircraft round and land back on the airfield.
The real reason is that by doing so you change›
a known risk (of a minor incident) into an

(Left & below)
Hand-starting
an aircraft can be
a risky procedure,
which is why the
owner of this Tipsy
Nipper took every
precaution to
ensure a successful
outcome. Yet things
conspired against
him in such a way
that the aircraft
ended up crashing
into a hangar,
writing the machine
off. The sketch
shows the track
that the aircraft
took after control
was lost, the pilot
having to watch it
hit the hangar from
the ‘grassed’ area.
Sadly, the picture
below needs no
further explanation.
(Diagram & photo:
Pete Howson)

22/11/2017 12:18
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unknown risk (with possibly a much more
serious outcome). We’re able to compute
options quickly with known (and practised)
risks, but human limitations mean that we
aren’t good at coming up with instantaneous
fixes when dealing with the unknown.
That’s why, when flying an aircraft, it’s better
to stay with the knowns rather than dabble with
the unknown. We know that you’ll most likely
make a good landing if everything is working
as it should on the approach. Likewise, we
know that a pilot’s far more likely to survive an
engine failure after take-off they continue to fly
the aircraft right down to the ground, even if the
straight-ahead options are rather limited. And
we know that a pilot who understands, and
where necessary memorises, a checklist is far
less likely to miss out an important action than

one who hasn’t bothered to learn the drills.
So, where am I going with this? Well, two
recent ‘runaway after start up’ incidents
illustrate these limitations of the human factor
rather well. As you can see from the pictures,
both incidents have led to the aircraft being
written off – one because it was consumed by
fire, the other as the damage was so extensive
that a repair wasn’t likely to be an economic
option. What’s really galling, though rather
irrelevant, is that both aircraft were previously
a credit to the fleet, as well-maintained,
near-perfect examples of type.
In both of these cases, the aircraft were
started up by a pilot without an assistant, which
goes against good practice where handstarting is concerned. We appreciate that
there’s much debate about the pros and cons

of that last statement but, as a gold standard,
it’s always a good idea to have a trained
assistant either sat in the cockpit during starting
or, in some ways far better, who’s trained to
swing the propeller for you. However, in both
of these cases, real-world factors applied and
there was nobody else around to help.
In that situation, a pilot needs to be aware
of an increased risk that something will go
wrong, which needs to be taken into account
and, where possible, mitigated during the
pre-start planning – perhaps by tying the
aircraft down as well as chocking it. It isn’t
acceptable that, when something goes wrong
during a start, an aircraft becomes a potential
weapon, possibly putting bystanders at risk.
In the case of the Nipper, the owner, the
lack of an assistant apart, did absolutely

(Above) After I first saw them, these
‘before and after shots’ left me with a
horrible feeling across the shoulders for a
couple of days. Nobody was injured in the
crash because, well, there wasn’t anybody
in the Emeraude when it hit the hedge at
the edge of the airfield and caught fire.
Over the past few years, too many
LAA aircraft have been lost to accidents/
incidents surrounding hand-starting.
This latest incident is particularly sad
because the aircraft had just completed
an extensive rebuild and was, as you
can see from the ‘before’ picture, in
beautiful condition.
(Photos: Emeraude owner)
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everything to the book. The aircraft was
positioned correctly behind chocks before
start, priming perfect, mags on and throttle set,
so what could have gone possibly wrong?
Well, the engine started and the pilot, after
it had warmed a little, reduced the throttle to a
low idle so that he could remove the chocks.
It was only when his flying suit caught the
throttle while stowing the chocks behind the
seat that events moved into the unknown. At
that point, the pilot had two choices, the first
was to lean into the cockpit and knock the
mag switches off or to jump off the wing and
try to restrain the aircraft.
The snap decision – taking into account
that there’s no such thing in neurology as
instantaneous – the pilot needed to make when
dealing with this unknown situation happened to
be the wrong one and so, desperately holding
onto the wingtip with a rotationally accelerating
aircraft, he eventually had to let go.
In the case of the Emeraude, well, this pilot
didn’t follow the correct procedure, deciding
instead to operate completely in the unknown.
Firstly, the pilot didn’t use chocks and, as it
turned out, the throttle wasn’t correctly set, so
when the aircraft started, it slowly started to
move forward. By the time the pilot had got out
of the way of the propeller and then the wing,
the aircraft had gained sufficient speed that the
pilot had to run after it. In the end, the pilot gave
up the chase and watched horrified, as the
wheels plunged into a ditch surrounding the
field. The pilot, just for a minute or perhaps
merely a few seconds, thought that the event
was over and, though the aircraft sat on its nose,
it didn’t look too badly damaged. Then part of
the aircraft’s structure touched the electric
fence. Again, the picture opposite below tells
the tale better than words ever could.
Okay, that’s it for another year of Safety
Spot – don’t forget, this is one of the few
places where we’re expected to hang out
our dirty washing. It works because of your
participation so please keep contributing.
Taking account of the various messages in
this edition of Safety Spot, I’ll leave you with
an interesting thought which was recently
communicated to me by a very accomplished
test pilot: “There are known knowns, there are
known unknowns and there are unknown
unknowns.”. I’m sure that I don’t need to tell
you which areas, in your personal flying-life
envelope, it’s wise to avoid. Fair winds… ■

New Airworthiness Alerts
LAA Engineering has also issued an
Airworthiness Alert, affording direct access
to the latest iteration of the Jabiru Service
Letter, which discusses at some length the
issues surrounding mogas and its use in
Jabiru aircraft.
Regular readers of Safety Spot will
know that we’ve alerted members of earlier
editions of this document before. The
updated version re-iterates the importance of
understanding and managing the fuel in your
aircraft. Jabiru engineers have effectively
banned mogas in all their ‘certified’ models.
The prohibition includes training machines
(the UL-D) in the UK which, by virtue of the
fact that they’re microlight aircraft, would, in
suitable engines, normally be automatically
allowed to use mogas under current rules.
The document stresses the point about
the variable shelf life of mogas, and therefore
the random chance that highly reactive
components are created. This possibility
means that an owner should never leave
mogas in the tank for long periods – eg more
than a couple of weeks. The focus of
attention with mogas has been the problems
associated with the introduction of ethanol
into fuel, but a recent study has found that
the introduction of bio-fuels is only part of the
story. (Photos: Rotax/Malcolm McBride)

LAA engineering charges – PLEASE NOTE, NEW fees have applied since 1 april 2015
LAA Project Registration
Kit Built Aircraft
Plans Built Aircraft

£300
£50

Issue of a Permit to Test Fly
Non-LAA approved design only

£40

Initial Permit issue
Up to 450kg
451-999kg
1,000kg and above

£450
£550
£650

Up to 450kg
451-999kg
1.000kg and above

£155
£200
£230

Permit renewal (can now be paid online via LAA Shop)

Modification application
Prototype modification
Repeat modification

minimum £60
minimum £30

Transfer

›
(from CofA to Permit or CAA Permit to LAA Permit)
Up to 450kg
451- 999kg
1,000kg and above

Four-seat aircraft

Manufacturer’s/agent’s type acceptance fee
Project registration royalty

Category change

Group A to microlight
Microlight to Group A

Change of G-Registration fee

£150
£250
£350
£2,000
£50
£135
£135

Issue of Permit Documents following G-Reg change

£45

Lost, stolen etc (fee is per document)
Latest SPARS - No.16 February 2015

£20

Replacement Documents
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